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Abstract
This paper develops a theory of how Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) arrangements
ensure commitment on the part of farmers in the absence of explicit contracts or third-party
certification. Due to the unique payment timeline of CSAs, where members pay for their produce
before the growing season commences, and the lack of formal, legal protections it is possible for
farmers to engage in opportunism. This opportunism could include shirking, employing
objectionable growing practices, or decreasing the size of members’ weekly share of produce. I
find that CSAs foster commitment by augmenting the power of the repeat purchase mechanism.
Their community-building efforts create relational bonds and enable effective multilateral
punishment. Additionally, farmers choose to grow crops with low monitoring costs. The CSA
demonstrates how commitment can be ensured through private, informal mechanisms.
Keywords: commitment, informal norms, reputational incentives, agricultural economics
JEL Classification: Q12, Q13, D23, and D82.
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The members of the CSA cannot be considered Homo economicus as in mainstream neoclassical economics. Their
production and consumption behaviours are not based upon interest-seeking, self-centred behaviour.
- Bloemmen et al. 2015
If indignant reformers still complain of the chaos of economic affairs, insinuating a complete absence of order, this
is partly because they cannot conceive of an order which is not deliberately made, and partly because to them an
order means something aiming at concrete purposes which is, as we shall see, what a spontaneous order cannot do.
- F. A. Hayek 1973

1. Faith in the Farmer
Imagine paying one bill for all your groceries at the beginning of the year and trusting your
grocer to deliver them to you every week without any explicit contract. Further, suppose that the
grocer will select the weekly groceries you receive with no requirement he honors your
preferences. How would you ensure that your grocer provided you with consistent, high-quality
groceries? A variation of this hypothetical scenario is played out in Community Sponsored
Agriculture (CSA) arrangements. CSA members pay for fresh produce at the beginning of the
growing season which the CSA farmer then agrees to supply on a weekly basis. These transactions
nearly always take place in the absence of any formal, legal commitment on the part of the farmer
to honor the agreement. As CSA farms have increased in popularity, their unique institutional
arrangement has come to the fore. CSA farms exhibit a preference for informal, privately devised
means of ensuring the appropriate quantity and quality of vegetables and fruits are provided to
members. The overwhelming majority of CSAs in the United States have opted out of the use of
both explicit contracts and third-party certification of their growing practices. The lack of such
formal, legal mechanisms for ensuring commitment raises the potential for opportunism by
farmers. The persistence of CSAs, however, suggests that CSAs have devised effective private
means of ensuring commitment and mitigating opportunism. This paper looks to explain how
privately devised commitment mechanisms work to ensure that the implicit agreement between
CSA farmers and CSA members is honored. I find that investments in relational bonding and
growing of crops whose quality is easily ascertained (i.e. they exhibit low measurement costs)
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augments the strength of the repeat purchase mechanism, effectively mitigating against the
possibility of opportunistic behavior.
Contributors to the literature on the economics of agriculture have analyzed numerous
special farming arrangements, such as sharecropping (Newbery, 1977), Kenyan dairy cooperatives
(Casaburi and Macchiavello, 2015), and the Israeli kibbutz communes (Nye, 2020), but have yet
to examine the CSA. This is despite the fact that CSAs exhibit many unique characteristics that
make their behavior worthy of analysis.
The CSA’s unique up-front payment timeline creates a special need for farmers to
guarantee they will fulfill their end of the agreement. To this point, there is an extensive literature
on the issue of credible commitment. George Akerlof (1970), for example, discusses the
importance of “informal unwritten guarantees” in facilitating exchanges in certain markets like the
market for used cars. In a seminal paper on the issue of credible commitment Oliver Williamson
(1983) discussed how parties will offer “hostages” who can be killed in the event of one party
reneging on the terms of their agreement. Additionally, the efficacy of bilateral punishment and
the function of brand name capital investments as a Williamsonian hostage in exchange has been
expertly discussed by Benjamin Klein and Keith Leffler (1981).
Relatedly, the self-governance literature is germane to the CSA arrangement. This
literature discusses how parties choose to devise private governance mechanisms rather than
relying on the existing legal framework (Leeson and Coyne, 2012). As far back as 1973, F. A.
Hayek observed that spontaneous order can be generated by human action, it doesn’t require
intentional orchestration. Since then, economists have explored how private parties generate order,
knowingly or otherwise, apart from government. Williamson has observed that private parties
devise their own ways of settling or avoiding many disputes which could otherwise be resolved in
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a formal court setting (Williamson, 1984: 208). A specific case of such non-government means of
dispute avoidance and resolution was examined by Robert Ellickson (1991) in Shasta County,
California. This community had devised an elaborate and effective structure of norms to punish
ranchers who let their cattle wander on their neighbor’s land. Similarly, Terry Anderson and Peter
Hill (2017) have examined how private parties devised governance schemes in the so-called “wild
west” independent of government. Harkening back to the previously mentioned literature, credible
commitments often serve as the basis for private governance. For example, Brinig (1990) discusses
the emergence of the diamond engagement ring as a hostage used to constrain the behavior of
one’s betrothed. Specifically, in lieu of the ability to take legal action against fiancés who broke
off engagements, these rings could be employed to discourage such behavior. Others like Leeson
and Coyne (2012) offer a helpful overview of the copious literature on preventing conflict through
privately created norms.
CSA’s present an intriguing case study of the issues of commitment and self-governance
but have yet to receive attention from the economics profession. Cooley and Lass (1998) have
described the potential economic and non-economic benefits of CSAs to consumers such as fresh
food or cheaper produce. Additionally, numerous non-economic explanations for CSAs’ unique
organization have been offered, including that CSAs are examples of “degrowth economics” and
self-exploitation (Galt, 2013; Bloemmen et. al., 2015). No one, however, has analyzed the
institutional structure and behavior of CSAs through an economic lens.
This paper contributes to three literatures. First, it adds to the literature on the economics
of agriculture by offering the first rigorous economic explanation of CSAs’ operation in the United
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States.3 Second, my analysis contributes to our understanding of commitment. Relatedly, I expand
the self-governance literature, deepening our understanding of how private parties can discipline
behavior that violates implicit contracts independent of the formal, legal structure. This paper also
helps to explain the conditions that give rise to direct selling. I begin in Section 2 by describing
the CSA farm model. Section 3 examines the dilemma CSAs face without formal commitment
mechanisms. In Section 4 the informal mechanisms utilized by CSAs are explicated. Section 5
examines the implications of this analysis. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
2. The Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) Arrangement
The roots of the Community Supported Agriculture arrangement go back to the 1960s.
During this time, early precursors of the CSA emerged in Germany, Switzerland, and Japan
(DeMuth, 1993: 1; Melanson, 2008). For example, in the early 1970s, Japanese consumers who
wanted to avoid food with pesticides formed buying clubs called teikei which would purchase
directly from farmers (Schnell, 2007: 552; Kondoh, 2015: 145). The teikei partnership was
predicated on trust4 built through repeated dealings between the farmer and consumer (Kondoh,
2015: 144). Around the same time, in the United States, agricultural professor at Tuskegee
University, Booker T. Whatley, was advocating for so-called Clientele Membership Clubs to
support agriculture. The Clientele Membership Club would charge an annual membership fee and
members would then have the right to harvest directly from the farm for themselves. These clubs
would also need to be in close proximity to metropolitan centers to ensure a steady consumer base
(Bowens, 2015; Biodynamic Association, n.d.).
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While there are CSAs in numerous other countries, such as Canada, this paper focuses on explaining the operation
of CSAs in the United States. The reason for this concentration is that the most rigorous data on CSAs is limited to
the United States.
4
This is reflected in how teikei participants referred to these buying clubs. While literally translated “partnership,”
teikei has often been translated more colorfully by its Japanese participants as: “food with the farmer’s face on it”
(Schnell, 2007: 552; Melanson, 2008).
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Finally, around 1986, the first farms explicitly using the title “community support
agriculture” emerged in the United States in New England (McFadden, 2004; Biodynamic
Association, n.d.). These first two farms, Indian Line Farm in Massachusetts and Temple-Wilton
Community Farm in New Hampshire drew significantly on European influences. These influences
included Austrian philosopher Rudolf Steiner who advocated direct consumer-producer
relationships and local production (McFadden, 2004). Additionally, one of the farmers responsible
for starting the Indian Line Farm, Vander Tuin, had traveled Europe working at numerous farms
engaged in direct selling models that were the precursors to the CSA (McFadden, 2004). The
guiding ethos of these farmers was the focus on community. Anthony Graham, one of the founders
of Temple-Wilton Community Farm, went so far as to claim: “When we started the Temple Wilton
Community Farm […] one thing we were sure of was that we were not selling anything – we were
far more interested in community and in the ‘culture’ in agriculture” (Henderson, 2017: 6).
The CSA arrangement, as it has come to exist in the United States today, is a business run
by a farmer5 who makes an agreement with a local consumer base. The precise nature of that
agreement is as follows. At the beginning of the growing season, the farmer sells “shares” in the
CSA.6 Shareholders, or CSA members, are then entitled to a regular allotment of the farmer’s
harvest (Bruch and Ernst, 2010: 1; Ernst and Woods, 2013: 2). It is understood, however, that on
occasion the farmer may not be able to provide the expected produce due to inclement weather,

CSAs have taken a couple forms including the unique “shareholder CSAs” in which a group of consumers hire a
farmer and guide the operational decisions of the CSA. Today, however, this CSA model has largely faded into
obscurity, with surveys revealing that sole proprietorships guided by the farmer are by far the dominant model
(Woods et al., 2009: 21; Bruch and Ernst, 2010: 1).
6
Traditionally this was paid as one lump sum, though some farmers now offer payment plans. Importantly, even
these payment plans constrain consumers’ ability to jump ship after the growing season starts. Under these payment
plans, consumers submit checks for the entire growing season and the farmer waits to deposit the checks. The farmer
can charge a fee to members who request the return of checks (Endres, Galey, and Armstrong, n.d.: 14).
5
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pests, or other unforeseen circumstances (Farnsworth et al., 1996: 91; Ernst and Woods, 2013: 2;
Galt, 2013: 4-5).
Critically, the “share” should not be construed as conferring any of the rights that
economists associate with ownership (Hansmann, 1988: 269). Rather, a CSA “share” refers to the
bundle of produce members pick up on a weekly basis from the farm or a designated drop point
(Ernst and Woods, 2013: 3). As a result, the farmer retains ultimate decision-making authority
(Biodynamic Association, n.d.).
CSAs in the United States tend to be relatively small. The average size of a CSA was 140.9
members in 2014, however, this number is not reflective of most CSAs. Rather, a handful of larger
CSAs skew the average. The median size was 60 members and most CSAs reported fewer than 80
members (Woods, Ernst, and Tropp, 2017: 1, 12).
There is a consensus that CSAs have grown significantly in the United States since their
inception (Galt, 2011: 132-133). However, exact numbers on how many CSAs exist are difficult
to pin down due to imprecise definitions of CSAs in the literature. The 2012 Census of Agriculture
indicates that 12,617 farms market through CSAs, while others have estimated the number of
CSAs to be in the six-thousands (Woods, Ernst, and Tropp, 2017: 2). The exact number lies
somewhere in between these two disparate statistics (Galt, 2011: 139).
While CSAs are dispersed across the country, there are a number of areas where there are
particularly large numbers of these arrangements. New England and the more urban areas of the
Northeast are home to the largest number of CSAs. Other areas where CSAs are concentrated
include the upper Midwest, the Front Range of the Colorado Rockies, northern New Mexico, the
Puget Sound area, the Willamette Valley, and northern California (Schnell, 2007: 552).
3. The Dilemma of Commitment Under the CSA Model
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Perhaps one of the most interesting characteristics of CSA farms is farmers’ rejection of
formal, legal mechanisms of commitment. This is significant considering parties must be able to
credibly commit themselves in order for exchanges to take place (Akerlof, 1970; Williamson,
1983; Boettke, 2011). In the absence of commitment, there is the potential for opportunism which
will constrain trade.
3.1 Eschewing of Explicit Contracts
Many would expect explicit contracts to be the means whereby farmers demonstrate their
commitment. Writers specifically commentating on agricultural contracts have observed that such
contracts can serve as a means of ensuring a steady flow of products, obtaining a certain variety of
goods, guaranteeing certain methods of production, and making it easier to hold farmers
accountable for health hazards posed by their produce (MacDonald et al., 2004: 62). Supermarkets
often contract directly with farmers to guarantee a consistent and high-quality flow of goods. This
is especially true for fresh fruits and produce (Ogutu et al., 2020: 1).
Despite the seeming appeal of contracts as a commitment device, CSAs conspicuously lack
such explicit contracts. Surveys have found only 42% of CSA farms make use of contracts (Woods
et al., 2009: 9). It is also intriguing that newer CSAs were more likely to require members to sign
a contract. How long a CSA had been in operation and the probability of a CSA requiring a contract
are inversely related (Woods et al., 2009: 9).
There are several ways in which it would appear the lack of a contract would enable CSA
farmers to behave opportunistically. Without any formal commitment to the quality of produce,
farmers could include bug-infested produce or produce that doesn’t meet organic growing
standards in consumers’ shares. Farmers may shirk and fail to mitigate against the effects of bad
weather and pests. Additionally, farmers might not time the planting of crops so that consumers
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receive a steady stream of produce in their weekly shares. Finally, farmers could further maximize
their profits by giving CSA members smaller-sized shares. The surplus of produce could then be
sold to farmers’ markets or local restaurants. Surveys have shown that CSA farmers do indeed sell
to additional outlets like farmers’ markets and local restaurants (Woods, Ernst, and Tropp, 2017).
The existence of these additional selling outlets raises the possibility that farmers could indeed
divert produce away from CSA members to earn greater profits.
Farmers have ample opportunity to disguise such shirking and opportunism as merely the
effects of nature that are outside of their control. The seasonality and randomness associated with
agriculture have been noted to create problems of moral hazard. For example, Allen and Lueck
(1998) identify the seasonality and randomness of agriculture as the key aspect distinguishing it
from industrial organization. The moral hazard problems arising from seasonality are then used by
Allen and Lueck as the key to their explanation of the persistence of the small family farm which
is said to mitigate such problems (Allen and Lueck, 1998: 346). In short, seasonality makes
monitoring for shirking or opportunism on the part of farmers very difficult for CSA members.
The lack of a contract to hold farmers accountable, paired with farmers’ ability to shift blame to
the vicissitudes of nature creates a serious principal-agent problem between the members and
farmer.
3.2 Absence of Third-Party Quality Assurance Mechanisms
Another unique attribute of the CSA model is the absence of third-party assurances of
quality. Most non-CSA farmers do not sell their produce directly to consumers. Instead, they sell
it to grocery stores or other retailers who act as a middleman. Economists have long noted that
middlemen serve an important function of assuring quality and reducing information asymmetries
(Biglaiser, 1993; Biglaiser and Friedman, 1994; Li, 1998; Klein, 2001; Biglaiser et al., 2017).
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Third-party retailers gather information about product quality that is not readily available to
consumers, including keeping track of customer complaints, how well a given product sells, and
performing their own tests (Klein, 2001: 4). CSA farmers eschew this third-party assurance by
selling directly to consumers. In short, direct selling cuts out the quality insurance mechanism of
middlemen, increasing monitoring costs for consumers.
Additionally, economists have noted that companies utilize labels, “seals of approval,” or
other forms of certification to signal quality (Klein, 2001: 8). However, CSA farms also appear to
reject this means of signaling commitment. Specifically, most CSA farmers are not officially
organically certified. One of the most comprehensive surveys found that 66% of CSA farmers are
not organically certified but claim to produce according to “organic standards” (Woods et al.,
2009). Another more recent survey found that 73% of CSAs are not organically certified (Woods,
Ernst, and Tropp, 2017). In other words, most CSA farmers market themselves as organic without
formally committing to organic growing standards. This is interesting, considering multiple
surveys have found the most prominent reason people join a CSA is because of their desire for
high quality or organic produce (Cooley and Lass, 1998: 229; Woods et. al., 2009: 7; Pole and
Gray, 2013: 9). As with contracts, the lack of third-party certification opens the door for
opportunism. Without the government certification, farmers are not legally bound to any specific
growing standards and could engage in any number of conventional farming practices, including
the excessive use of pesticides.
3.3 The Cost of Formal Commitment
The process of obtaining organic certification imposes many burdens upon farmers. To
become organically certified, farmers have to bear the cost of the initial certification, annual
renewal fees, and the costs of various inspections (Chait, 2019). Studies have found that the
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percentage cost of organic certification to small farmers is higher than for larger farms and that
small farms have a difficult time affording the fees (Ferguson, 2004: 3; Czarnezki, Homan, and
Jeans, 2014: 288). Farmers also have to dedicate significant resources to come into compliance
with the regulation. This includes drafting an “organic farm plan” that exhaustively describes the
farm’s procedures from when crops are planted to the date they are sold, water management and
pesticide buffer zone plans, the farm’s record-keeping practices, and more (Ferguson, 2004: 2).
Similarly, there is a cost to using market contracting (Coase, 1937). Drafting and enforcing
contracts can be expensive especially for small farmers. A group of researchers that published
advice for CSAs admitted as much (Goeringer et al., 2015: 10). Furthermore, for consumers, the
costs of the farmer not living up to their agreement is at worst the loss of the several hundred
dollars spent on their share. In short, the costs of contract enforcement are high relative to the
potential benefit of enforcing a contract.
These costs can help explain why farmers eschew third-party certification. The existence
of the aforementioned costs, however, offers only an incomplete picture of the incentives behind
the behavior of the CSA. Such a surface-level observation fails to answer the question of how CSA
farmers offer assurances of commitment in absence of explicit contracts and third-party
certification. Surveys find that most members are very satisfied with their shares and have more
than enough produce, suggesting CSAs have found a way to mitigate abuse without contracts or
third-party certification (Cooley and Lass, 1998: 229). It is these alternative commitment
mechanisms that CSAs have employed that are the primary interest of this paper.
4. Informal Commitment Mechanisms
In the absence of formal means of signaling their commitment, CSA arrangements ensure
commitment through multiple informal mechanisms. We know the specific mechanisms
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discussed here are relevant to CSAs located in the United States. CSA arrangements in other
countries range in their similarity to the U.S. model. Canadian CSAs, for example, are modeled
similarly to CSAs in the United States and require pre-purchase of produce (Si et al., 2020: 74).
Meanwhile, Chinese CSAs radically depart from the traditional version of the CSA, offering
customized boxes of produce and eliminating the need for consumers to pay ahead (Si et al.,
2020: 74). Certain aspects of our analysis are still relevant to the Chinese model. For example,
CSAs in both China and Canada act similarly to their U.S. counterparts in opting out of formal
third-party quality assurance and focus heavily on member engagement by doing things like
hosting on-farm events (Si et al., 2020: 78-79). Our analysis, however, should be taken as
pertaining specifically to CSAs in the United States and CSAs within other countries that follow
a similar model. This focus leaves fertile ground for further research as CSAs exhibit many
unique forms across countries that raise interesting economic questions. For example, Chinese
CSAs rent out plots of their land to families that want to grow food of their own, and Canadian
CSAs use workshare agreements (Si et al., 2020: 79).
4.1 Community Building Investments as a Williamsonian Hostage
The first of the mechanisms utilized to ensure commitment by CSAs in the United States
is extensive community engagement. A brief illustration of this community engagement is
fruitful to our analysis. Farmers routinely host special activities and events on the farm, including
tours of the farm grounds, potlucks, pick-your-own produce days, and educational programs
(Bruch and Ernst, 2010: 9; Samoggia et al., 2019: 2). Beyond merely having members tour the
farm or hosting special events, CSA farmers also make an effort to regularly educate CSA
members. This includes educating them about the farms’ growing practices, teaching them how
to preserve surplus produce, demonstrating how members can start composting food scraps, and
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hosting cooking classes aimed at helping members utilize the fresh produce they receive
(Samoggia et al., 2019: 2-3; Biodynamic Association, n.d.). Beyond these special events, framers
also encourage regular interaction between them and CSA members at weekly share-pickups. At
an extreme, farmers may even have members assist them in weeding, harvesting, or other chores
(Samoggia et al., 2019: 2). Even farmers’ newsletters are highly community-oriented, including
farm news and recipe suggestions (Biodynamic Association, n.d.). A 2019 study that surveyed
35 CSA farms7 confirmed that CSA farmers prioritize building community (Samoggia et al.,
2019: 9). In short, commitment to community is central to the CSA.
CSA’s investments in building relational ties (i.e. community) may be understood as an
investment in branding. Investments in brand name capital, sometimes referred to as “selling
assets,” help ensure a firm’s commitment. Any such investments are highly specific and, hence,
non-salvageable in another line of production, raising the cost of opportunism (Klein and Leffler,
1981; Dnes, 1993). Resources and time spent in community building are hyper-specific to the
given CSA and the value of such investments depreciates to zero in the event of opportunism.
Building a tight-knit community around CSA farms’ operations significantly increases the
reputational costs of opportunism, strengthening the repeat purchase mechanism. For one thing,
the farmer will not be able to recoup any of the costs they have entailed in building communal ties.
Additionally, the creation of community enhances members’ ability to engage in collective
punishment. CSA members already have similar goals in terms of product quality, and the
community the farmer has created connects them so they could easily collaborate to punish
opportunism by withdrawing their patronage in unison. Put another way, the networking facilitated
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The study surveyed a total of 35 CSA farms from the United States and Hungary. Of these CSA farms, 21 were
from the United States. Specifically, the CSA farms from the United States were located in Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, Vermont, and Georgia (Samoggia et al., 2019: 4).
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by CSAs enables more efficient multilateral punishment. Many of these community-building
efforts also decrease the costs of monitoring for CSA members. Regular visits to the farm,
education on the growing practices, tours, etc. make CSA members more informed monitors and
bring them into close contact with the farmer. If farmers were shirking or behaving
opportunistically, customers would notice. Poorly tended fields would be an eye-sore if farmers
were shirking. Due to the communal and informal nature of CSAs, customers could drop by the
farm at any time, making it very difficult to hide the use of pesticides. Finally, if the farm was
producing plenty of vegetables but giving members minimal shares, members would know because
they would have seen how much was growing in their visits to the farm. Finally, opportunism
would destroy the farmer’s personal friendships, not simply exchange relationships. In short
relational bonds function as a hostage (Williamson, 1983).
Examining this first trait of CSAs leads to some interesting pattern predictions. First, one
would expect that if CSAs prioritize community, they would be located near population centers.
If CSAs were located in more rural areas where there are many miles between all the members in
the CSA, it would be much more difficult to facilitate community engagement. Consistent with
this prediction, studies have found that CSAs tend to be concentrated in more populated, fastgrowing urban or suburban areas (Schnell, 2007: 554). Over 80% of farms that engage in directto-consumer sales, including CSA farms, sell their food within a 100-mile radius (United States
Department of Agriculture, 2016). Conversely, large commercial farms (the antithesis of CSA
farms) tend not to engage in direct-to-consumer sales at all, preferring to sell to grocery stores.
Consequently, their “consumer base” is so dispersed it is unidentifiable (United States Department
of Agriculture, 2015: 11).
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The next pattern prediction this analysis suggests is that CSA contracts would be more
likely among newer CSA farms because new farms have had less time to foster communal bonds.
In lieu of such bonding, farmers must resort to more formal guarantees. Surveys have confirmed
this fact revealing that the more experienced a CSA farmer is, the less likely he is to require a
contract (Woods et al., 2009: 9). Ernst and Woods (2013: 4) have rightly hypothesized that this
may be because more established farmers do not have to worry about capturing a loyal consumer
base. My analysis is consistent with this suggestion.
Additionally, we would expect CSA farms to be small as the strongness of communal
bonds would lessen as more members are added. Sure enough, CSAs do tend to be small (Woods,
Ernst, and Tropp, 2017: 1, 12). Not only do we expect CSAs to be smaller, but we would also
expect large farms to differ from small farms like CSAs by utilizing contracts more frequently.
Smaller farms will find it easier to build relational ties which can serve as an alternative form of
commitment due to the size of their consumer base. Smaller farms may be less likely to delegate
responsibility for managing sales to employees, consequently, the farmers will interact more
directly with their consumers. Additionally, the smallness of a farm enables more extensive
networking. Consistent with this prediction, we see that contract use is much more likely for large
farms. Farms who reap sales of $500,000 or greater are more likely to have use contracts than
farms with sales of less than $500,000, with farmers who generate sales of $1 million or more
comprising the lion’s share of agricultural contracts (MacDonald et al., 2004: 9).
4.2 Enhancing Multilateral Punishment Through Crop Selection
The second informal means of signaling commitment is farmers’ voluntary choice to grow
crops whose quality is easier to monitor. The type of produce they grow is consequently a
commitment to transparency. While consumers are not able to assess the quality of CSA farmers’
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produce through a formal certification, they don’t need to, as they can easily judge its freshness
for themselves. If farmers are growing lots of leafy greens or other vegetables with greenery on
them, consumers will quickly be able to judge the freshness and quality of produce. If pests have
plagued your produce, you will be unable to disguise mangled leaves. If plants have received
insufficient water, the leaves will show this as they will be wilted. If you are attempting to sell
produce that isn’t fresh and was instead harvested much earlier, the passage of time will be evident
in the greenery. And if you have been clumsy in your handling of the produce, this will be evident
in bruising and other deformities. These problems do not exist to the same degree, if at all when
dealing with staple crops like potatoes, corn, wheat, oats, or other grains.
This analysis yields the prediction that CSA farms would focus their farming efforts on the
provision of fresh, often leafy produce rather than staple or storage crops like grains or certain
varieties of potatoes. The evidence seems to suggest that CSA farmers do prioritize fresh produce
over storage crops or other farm products whose freshness cannot be easily ascertained (Bruch and
Ernst, 2010: 1). Fresh fruits and vegetables comprise the primary “product offering” of CSAs
(Vasquez et al., 2017: 84; Samoggia et al., 2019: 2). This is consistent with a 2019 survey of CSA
farmers which revealed that farmers believe one of the distinct benefits a CSA confers to its
members is the freshness of the farm’s produce (Samoggia et al., 2019: 6). The United States
Department of Agriculture has found that fresh food products make up the majority of direct-toconsumer sales by farms (United States Department of Agriculture, 2016). Farmers often augment
this signaling of freshness by including herbs and flowers in their shares whose freshness is easily
judged (Cooley and Lass, 1998: 230; Biodynamic Association, n.d.). Furthermore, qualitative
evidence seems to suggest that CSAs specialize in fresh, leafy produce to signal their crops’ quality
to consumers. Consider this illustrative description of how to choose which crops to grow from
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one CSA farmer in his book: “We favor root vegetables that can be sold with their leaves,
demonstrating that the crops are fresh. We avoid storage vegetables (potatoes, parsnips, winter
squash, rutabagas, etc.), which […] cannot be marketed as fresh” (Fortier, 2014: 15). In short,
farmers can signal the quality of their produce by growing crops that make multilateral punishment
easier to implement in the event of opportunism.
5. Implications
There are a couple of implications of my analysis. First, it affords the first economic
explanations for the form and activities of CSAs. Previous attempts have appealed to simple
changes in consumer tastes or have more radically posited that CSAs transcend the maximizing
principle that underpins economics. Such explanations suggest that CSA farmers and members do
not base their behavior on interest-seeking whatsoever (Bloemmen et al., 2015). This paper
explains the form and operation of CSAs without appealing to such radical departures from the
assumptions economists make.
Second, this paper contributes to our understanding of the costs and benefits of direct
selling. It suggests that direct selling is more likely where relational bonds can augment
commitment. For example, we could expect to see more direct selling to chefs, instead of chefs
getting their food through third parties like grocery stores. Piano has observed that chefs tend to
spearhead the acquisition of ingredients themselves rather than delegating this responsibility to
subordinates (Piano, 2021: 177). This direct involvement in the ingredient buying process would
seem to make direct selling schemes more practicable as chefs would be able to form direct
relationships with their sellers if they so desired.8 My analysis also suggests that direct selling will
be more likely where monitoring costs are low. Hence, parties that voluntarily enable easier
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Interestingly, CSA farmers also sell to restaurants (Woods, Ernst, and Tropp, 2017: 1). It would appear possible
that even in this case farmers may avoid the use of contracts, or at least highly specified contracts.
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monitoring of their behavior, as CSAs do with regular farm visits, education, and selection of
monitorable crops, can increase the feasibility of direct selling.
Along similar lines, contracts are less pertinent when relational bonds exist. This should
not be construed as implying that contracts will never be used when relational bonding is possible.
Instead, relational bonding can augment the power of contracts to ensure commitment. Thus, in
cases where relational bonding is strong, we can expect parties to avoid the use of explicit contracts
or utilize less highly specified contracts.
Additionally, my analysis contributes to the literature on how communities keep
opportunism in check without reliance on explicit contracts (Ellickson, 1991; Anderson and Hill,
2017). Among other things, the tight bonds built in a community enable more efficient punishment
of parties that renege on their promises through the repeat purchase mechanism. The networking
within a community enables multilateral enforcement in the form of all of the members of a
business withdrawing their patronage simultaneously. This takes the bilateral enforcement
discussed by Klein and Leffler (1981) to a new level of efficacy. As with CSAs, parties can commit
themselves by enabling more efficient punishment of reneging via the repeat purchase mechanism.
Parties may augment the power of this repeat purchase mechanism is by enabling multilateral
punishment through networking within their clientele.
My analysis leads to multiple other questions about CSAs beyond the scope of this paper.
For example, why aren’t CSAs normally run by shareholders as would be the case in a community
garden,9 and why are consumers willing to allow farmers to choose what produce is in their weekly
share. Additionally, CSAs exhibit variation across different countries and regions. There are

9

A small number of CSAs have been organized by a group of consumers who want fresh produce and then hire a
farmer. In such an arrangement the crop selection, planting, and care are dictated by this core group of consumers
(Bruch and Ernst, 2010: 1).
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opportunities for research exploring the reasons for this variation and examining some of the other
unique forms of CSAs.
6. Conclusion
In summary, CSA members are confronted with a unique risk of opportunism since they
pay for their share at the beginning of the growing season without any contract. Furthermore,
nature’s unpredictability makes it possible for farmers to easily disguise opportunism. This
opportunism could be as simple as shirking or as elaborate as reducing the size of CSA members’
shares of weekly produce and selling the excess to farmers’ markets and restaurants. Surprisingly,
however, CSAs have been able to effectively use the threat of multilateral punishment through the
repeat purchase mechanism to check farmers’ behavior. The effectiveness of this punishment is
augmented by CSA’s investments in creating relational bonds through community building and
their crop choice. CSA’s community-building efforts both function as a hostage as well as enable
coordinated multilateral punishment of opportunism. Meanwhile, CSA farmers’ choice of crops
signals their transparency and, hence, quality. The patterns of CSA’s geographic location, size,
and contract use bear out this explanation of how CSA arrangements ensure commitment.
While this analysis creates a solid framework for understanding CSAs’ use of informal
private governance mechanisms, it leaves other unique attributes of CSA’s unexplained, such as,
why consumers are willing to accept a share with a random selection of produce and why CSAs
aren’t run communally. Furthermore, as has been mentioned, this paper focuses on CSA
arrangements within the United States. This leaves room for expanding this analysis to encompass
the diversity of different CSA forms across the globe.
My analysis expands the literature on the economics of agriculture, complementing those
papers that have been written on unique institutional arrangements in the agricultural sector. I also
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suggest that direct selling will be more likely in cases where relational bonds can substitute for, or
augment other commitment mechanisms. In such cases, contracts will either be less necessary or
less specified. Furthermore, this paper presents a unique case study of how communities devise
private governance mechanisms rather than relying on formal, legal institutions. For example,
parties can signal their commitment by creating hostages (such as relational bonds). Particularly
unique in the case of the CSA, parties can make investments that help facilitate multilateral
punishment or specialize in offering products whose quality is easy to monitor. All of this further
affirms the literature that private parties can safeguard against opportunism without reliance on
formal governmental mechanisms.
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